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Stargate Universe the comic book begins right where Season Two of the acclaimed science fiction

TV series ended, with the crew and unwilling passengers of Destiny set to cross a vast expanse of

space with no margin for error. With almost all of the crew of the ancient starship Destiny in

suspended animation, only Eli Wallace is left awake to repair his own stasis pod before time runs

out. While he races against time, a new and unexpected danger threatens the fragile plan designed

to keep everyone alive and away from the aliens who had been pursuing them. What strange new

menace confronts Eli, Colonel Young, Doctor Rush and the others? YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll have to pick up

this issue to find out!
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I liked this introduction to Stargate Universe in a comic book forum. And the Stargate Atlantis sneak

peek was a great bonus read. Thank you Mark Haynes a new fan.

I find it great that someone has taken on the mantle of continuing the SGU story after the

unfortunate series finale. I liked the transition from the series finale to the continuing plot. I found the



briefing Eli gave to Everett a bit confusing. I am curious who these mysterious human-looking aliens

are and why/how they have been resuscitated at this time in the overall story. I look forward to the

next issue.

I was shocked at how short this was, and how poor the drawing was. It gets the job done, but the

characters look almost nothing like the characters on the show. Disappointed...

It was short but it brings you right back to the cliffhanger and then leaves you with a whole new one.

Can't wait for the next one.

Interesting take on the story. Never really read a comic book before and expected it to be

longer...more an episode length. Although looking back it probably would have been stretched out

like that

Waited years to find out what happened to Eli! Can't wait to find out more about destiny. Keep it

going!!

Love the writing so far. Been a long wait and it didnot disappoint. Cannot wsit for the next book.

It's back, it's really back! Sure, I am not too jubilant about the art style, but it's back! Stargate

Universe is just one of those properties that is rich with potential. That potential was sadly snuffed

after only two seasons on air, until now. This comic series is the obelisk planet of hope -just with

warmer winters-.
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